Abstract. We prove Beurling's theorem and L p -L q Morgan's theorem for Damek-Ricci spaces. These two theorems exhaust a family of theorems which illustrate a well-known paradigm that a function and its Fourier transform cannot be simultaneously localized.
Introduction
A theorem of Hörmander (1991) states that [12] Here F .f /. / D R R f .x/e i x dx is the euclidean Fourier transform of the function f at . Hörmander attributes this theorem to Arne Beurling. This theorem can be considered as an illustration of the well-known paradigm of harmonic analysis that a function and its Fourier transform cannot be localized simultaneously. We have a family of theorems of the same genre [11, 13, 18 The theorem above can be divided in the following cases:
(i)˛DˇD 2 and p D q D 1 is Hardy's theorem.
(ii)˛DˇD 2 is Cowling-Price theorem.
(iii)˛> 2, p D q D 1 is Morgan's theorem.
(iv)˛> 2 and p D q D 1 is Gelfand-Shilov theorem.
(v)˛> 2, p; q 2 OE1; 1 is L p -L q Morgan's theorem.
It is clear that there are two separate sets of results in the theorem above: the first set consists of (i) and (ii) where˛D 2 (and hence condition (1) reduces to ab > 1=4) and the second set consists of the rest of the cases where˛> 2. It is interesting to note that while Hardy's theorem and Cowling-Price theorem follows from Theorem 1.1 the other three ((iii), (iv), (v)) do not follow from it. Precise dependencies are as follows: Recently there has been a considerable interest in extending these results for noncommutative Lie groups (see [4, 5, 8, 11, 18] and the references therein). The aim of this paper is to obtain some versions of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2(v) for Damek-Ricci (DR) spaces which are solvable Lie groups (also known as harmonic NA groups). The dependencies illustrated above is retained for DR spaces and therefore proving these two theorems is enough for the whole set. We recall that the most distinguished prototypes of DR spaces are the Iwasawa NA groups which in other words are the rank one noncompact Riemannian symmetric spaces. However these prototypes account for a very thin subclass of all the set of DR spaces (see [1, (1.4) , (1.10)]). As noted in [1] the analysis of radial functions in DR spaces is analogous to that of hyperbolic spaces, thanks to the analysis of Jacobi functions. In this light it is not hard to obtain versions of these theorems for radial functions using the method applied in symmetric spaces to solve these problems [16] . However as one comes out of the setup of the radial functions one faces a number of difficulties. For instance a useful technical tool in the symmetric spaces is decomposing a function in K-isotypical components and dealing with one component at a time. This has no relevance in DR spaces. A different manifestation of the same fact is that the Helgason Fourier transform of a radial function is different from its spherical Fourier transform (see (2.11) ) and similarly Radon transform of a radial function does not reduce to its Abel transform. Here by Helgason Fourier transform we mean the Fourier transform defined in [2] which is not connected with the group Fourier transform in the classical sense. A generalization of Theorem 1.1, proved in [6] , can also be easily obtained for radial functions on DR spaces using the corresponding theorem for the Jacobi functions (see [8] ) or using the method of symmetric spaces [16] . However due to the absence of the rotation group, it appears to be difficult to get an analogue of this theorem for general functions. A comparison between the statements of Theorem 3.1 in this paper and the theorems in [16] perhaps reflects the absence of the symmetry caused by the rotation group.
Preliminaries
In this section we shall explain the notation and gather existing results on the DR spaces (which we denote by S) required for this paper. Most of this can be found in [1, 2] . We shall also use some results proved in [15] which we shall quote in this section. Let n be a two-step real nilpotent Lie algebra equipped with the inner product h ; i. Let z be the centre of n and v its orthogonal complement. We say that n is an H -type algebra if for every Z 2 z the map
v being the identity operator on v. A connected and simply connected Lie group N is called an H -type group if its Lie algebra is H -type. Since n is nilpotent, the exponential map is a diffeomorphism and hence we can parametrize the elements in N D exp n by .X; Z/, for X 2 v and Y 2 z. It follows from the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula that the group law in N is given by
The group A D R C acts on an H -type group N by nonisotropic dilation: .X; Z/ 7 ! .a 1=2 X; aZ/. Let S D NA be the semidirect product of N and A under the above action. Thus the multiplication in S is given by
Then S is a solvable, connected and simply connected Lie group having Lie algebra s D v˚z˚R with Lie bracket:
We write na D .X; Z; a/ for the element exp.X C Z/a, X 2 v; Z 2 z; a 2 A. We note that for any Z 2 z with jZj
The group S is equipped with the left-invariant Riemannian metric d . The associated left invariant Haar measure dx on S is given by dx D a Q 1 dXdZda where dX; dZ; da are the Lebesgue measures on v; z and R C respectively. The group S can also be realized as the unit ball
To define the Fourier transform on S we need the notion of the Poisson kernel P .x; n/. The Poisson kernel P W S N ! R is given by P .na t ; n 1 / D P a t .n 1 1 n/ where
where a t D e t ; t 2 R and n D .V; Z/ 2 N . (For the precise value of C m;k so that the property (iv) below holds we refer to [2, (2.6)].) The following properties of P .x; n/ are important for us and can be derived from (2):
For each fixed n 2 N , the function x 7 ! P .x; n/, is an unbounded function on S.
(vi) P 1 .n/ e Qr.n/ .
Here and everywhere in this article A B for two positive expressions A and B means C 1 B Ä A Ä C 2 B for two positive constants C 1 and C 2 .
For 2 C, the complex power of the Poisson kernel is defined as
A distinguishing feature of the function x 7 ! P .x; n/ is that it is constant on certain hypersurfaces which are analogues of hyperplanes in R n and horospheres in Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type. We need to introduce the notion of the geodesic inversion to illustrate this feature. The geodesic inversion W S ! S is an involutive, measure preserving, diffeomorphism which is explicitly given by (see [7, 14] ):
The geodesic inversion has the following important property:
Here is a brief sketch of the proof. Let˛D e t C jV j 2 4 2 C jZj 2 andˇD
4 . Thenˇ2 C jZj 2 D˛and it follows from (3) that
Using the fact that
A straightforward computations using (2) now yields
This completes the proof. As A normalizes N it also follows from above that the function x 7 ! P . .x/; e/ is a N -biinvariant function on S . Using 2 .x/ D x we see that P .x; e/ D Ce QA. .x// and hence
It is known that for every fixed n 1 2 N , the function P .x; n 1 / is an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator L with eigenvalue
and it is clear from (4) that P .x; n 1 / is constant on the hypersurface H n 1 ;a t D ¹n 1 .a t n/ j n 2 N º. In view of this it is natural to define the Fourier transform of a function f 2 C 1 c .S / as [2, p. 406]:
For f 2 C 1 c .S / the inversion and the Plancherel formula is given by [2, p. 419]:
(2) The Fourier transform extends to an isometry from L 2 .S / onto the space
Precisely, jc. /j 2 d is the Plancherel measure As P .x; n/ is not a bounded function of x 2 S (except when = D Q=2), the definition of the Fourier transform does not extend naturally to functions in L 1 .S /. However the following proposition shows that even for L p functions Q f . ; n/ makes sense (see [15] for proof). We require the following generalized version of the inversion formula [15] :
For precise value of the constants we refer to [2, p. 414 ]. An explicit expression of jc. /j 2 is given in [1, p. 653] ). From that we get the following estimate for jc. /j 2 (see [15] ):
For a measurable function f on S its Radon transform Rf on A N is defined by:
wherever the integral makes sense (see e.g. [3] ). Identifying A with R we shall write Rf .a s ; n/ as Rf .s; n/. Then we have the following proposition (see [15] f .x/P .x; n/dx D Q f . ; n/; (7) for all 2 R and for almost every n 2 N .
It is clear from the proposition above that for f 2 L p .S /; 1 Ä p < 2, the function 7 ! Q f . ; n/ is continuous on R for any fixed n 2 N . We also note that (7) and Proposition 2.2 imply that for f as above f 7 ! Rf is injective.
For a suitable function f on S its radialization Rf is defined as
where D r.x/ and d is the surface measure induced by the left invariant Riemannian metric on the geodesic sphere S D ¹y 2 S j d.y; e/ D º normalized by
where h ; i is the L 2 -inner product on S (see [ 
We define the spherical Fourier transform of a suitable radial function f as
It follows from (9) and (10) that if f is a radial function then, unlike the case of Riemannian symmetric spaces, its Helgason Fourier transform does not boil down to its spherical Fourier transform, indeed they are related as
We shall use the standard notation C for constants whose values will not be necessarily the same at each occurrence.
Statements and proofs of the theorems
We present some analogues of Theorem 1.1:
; n/jP ij j .x; n/dxjc. /j 2 d < 1 and
then f D 0 almost every where.
Proof. We shall use Fubini's theorem throughout the proof without explicitly mentioning it. First we shall show that the function f in the hypothesis is integrable. It follows from (13), (14) and (5) that
for almost every n 2 N and 2 R. We fix one such n 2 N and define two subsets S 1 and S 2 of S where:
Then S is disjoint union of S 1 and S 2 . We choose 1 ; 2 2 R such that Q=2 C
jf .x/jdx < 1. Similarly,
jf .x/jdx < 1. This proves that f 2 L 1 .S /.
Since the left Haar measure is invariant under the geodesic inversion we have from (13) that
In the second step we have used property (iii) in Section 2.
We write y D n 1 a s and we recall that a s D e s (see Section 2). Then it follows from (4) that
Using the explicit expression of the left Haar measure (when y D n 1 a s )
(see Section 2) we get from (15) that
In the last step we have used the definition (2.5) of the Radon transform. Thus for almost every n 2 N , we have
Since jRf .n; s/j Ä Rjf j.n; s/, it follows from (17) that,
Similarly, it follows from (14) that
As a result we get that for almost every n 2 N Z R Z R jRf .n; s/j j Q f . ; n/je jsj j j dsjc. /j 2 d < 1:
jRf .n; s/j j Q f . ; n/je jsj j j dsd
jRf .n; s/j j Q f . ; n/je jsj j j dsd :
The first integral is finite as s 7 ! Rf .n; s/e Q=4jsj is in L 1 .R/ (see Proposition 2.4) and the other functions are continuous in . The finiteness of the second integral follows from (18) and the fact that for j j > Q=4, we have jc. /j 2 A with A > 0 (see Lemma 2.3). Thus the function g.s/ D Rf .n; s/ satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.1 by Proposition 2.4. Hence g Á 0 which implies Rf .n; s/ for almost every s 2 R and n 2 N . It then follows from (7) and Proposition 2.2 that f D 0.
We have the following two corollaries of the theorem above which we include for their structural resemblance with Theorem 1.1.
for almost every n 2 N then f D 0 almost every where.
Proof. We first note that as r. Thus (19) implies (13) and (14). jf .x/j j Q f . ; n/je .r.x/Cr.n//j j P 0 .x; n 1 /P 0 .e; n 1 /dxjc. /j
It follows from (2.1) that for any fixed x 2 S, P 0 .x; n 1 / D P 0 .x; V 1 ; Z 1 / is a decreasing function of jV 1 j for each fixed Z 1 and a decreasing function of jZ 1 j for each fixed V 1 . Hence from (21) it follows that for almost every n 2 N and all
jf .x/j j Q f . ; n/je .r.x/Cr.n//j j P 0 .x; n 1 /dxjc. /j 2 d < 1:
We put n D n 1 and use P 0 .x; n/ D P 0 .n 1 x; e/ to obtain, for almost every
jf .x/j j Q f . ; n/je .r.x/Cr.n//j j P 0 .n 1 x; e/dxjc. /j 2 d < 1:
By triangle inequality we have e .r.x/Cr.n//j j e r.n 1 x/j j . We also recall that
(see (5)). Therefore for almost every n 2 N we have
Using jA. .n 1 x//j Ä r.n 1 x/ [1, (1.20)] we get that (22) implies (19).
We shall now prove an analogue of Theorem 1.2 case (v) mentioned in the introduction. 
; n/j q e qbj jˇj c. /j 2 d < 1 for almost every n 2 N , with a; b > 0,˛> 2,ˇ> 0 and 1=˛C 1=ˇD 1. If .a˛/ 1=˛. bˇ/ 1=ˇ> sin 2 .
1/ 1= where D min¹˛;ˇº then f D 0 almost everywhere.
We shall provide a brief sketch of the proof as part of the argument is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. First we note that it is enough to prove the theorem for p D q D 1, because we can choose 0 < a 0 < a and 0 < b 0 < b so that .a 0˛/1=˛. b 0ˇ/1=ˇ> sin 2 .
1/ 1= and use Hölder's inequality to get Z S jf .x/je a 0 r.x/˛ 0 .x/dx < 1 and
So we will consider only the case p D q D 1. We note that 0 .x/ D R N P 0 .x; n/P 0 .e; n/d n (see line below (2.9)). Therefore from inequality (i) of the hypothesis (taking p D 1) we get for almost every n 2 N Z S jf .x/je
ar.x/˛P 0 .x; n/dx < 1:
From this using (2.4) we have for almost every n 2 N Z S jf .x/je ar.x/˛eQ=2A. .n 1 x// dx < 1:
We fix one such n 2 N , substitute n 1 x D y and use the triangle inequality r.ny/ r.y/ r.n/ to obtain: Z S jf .ny/je a 0 r.y/˛eQ=2A. .y// dy D Z S jf .n .y//je a 0 r.y/˛eQ=2A.y/ dy < 1 for some a 0 < a such that .a 0˛/1=˛. bˇ/ 1=ˇ> sin 2 . 1/ 1= . In the last inequality we have used that r. .y// D r.y/ and 2 .y/ D y. Now we write y D a t n to get Z R Rjf j.a t ; n/e a 0 jtj˛d t < 1:
Using the fact jRf j Ä Rjf j, (7) and Lemma 2.3 we get that for almost every n 2 N the function R. ; n/ and its Fourier transform satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2. Thus Rf . ; n/ Á 0 for almost ever n 2 N .
We shall now check the optimality of the condition in Theorem 3.1. We recall that the heat kernel h t of the Laplace-Beltrami operator is a radial function on S defined through its spherical Fourier transform as O h t . / D e t. 2 CQ 2 =4/ [1, (5.4)]. Therefore by (12) , Q h t .z; n/ D P .e; n/e t. 2 CQ 2 =4/ . Let f .x/ D h t .x/ for some t > 0. We shall see below that if we substitute P˙i j j .x; n/ by P˙i˛j j .x; n/ in Theorem 3.1 for some˛2 .0; 1/ then f satisfies the inequality. We note that f above is a nonnegative function. Then where C n is a constant which depends on n. In the last step we have used the fact that P 1 .n/ e Qr.n/ for all n 2 N (see property (vi) in Section 2). From this it is clear that the integral above is finite for almost every n 2 N as 0 <˛2 < 1.
Remark 3.5. As mentioned in the introduction cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2 follow from Theorem 3.1. We shall show that only for case (i), which is the Hardy's theorem. We suppose that a measurable function f satisfies jf .x/j Ä e ˛r.x/ 2 0 .x/ 1 for all x 2 S and j Q f . ; n/j Ä e ˇ 2 for all 2 R for all most every n 2 N , where˛> 0,ˇ> 0 and˛ˇ> For Damek-Ricci spaces other versions of Hardy's theorem are considered in [3] and in [17, 18] . We are not aware of the existence of any other theorems of this genre (Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2) for general functions on DR spaces.
